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Magnetic reconnection process in magnetotail can
be highly 3D in geometry and dynamics

I Recent NIMROD simulations have found an intrinsically
3-dimensional (3D) process of plasmoid formation in
near-Earth magnetotail.

I The dynamics of process is 3D, because the onset of
reconnection is induced by the nonlinear development of
ballooning instability.

I The plasmoids generated from the process have nontrivial
3D geometric structure and distribution.

I Where and how does the 3D reconnection occur?
I How to capture the global structure of 3D reconnection?
I Help to interpret data and understand nature of 3D

reconnection.
I We compute the bald patches and squashing degrees of

the magnetic field lines associated with the 3D plasmoid
formation.



We use a generalized Harris sheet configuration
with a minimum in Bz profile along x axis to model
the configuration in global simulations [Zhu et al. 2013]

I Generalized Harris sheet

B0(x , z) = ey ×∇Ψ(x , z),

Ψ(x , z) = −λ ln
cosh

[
F (x)

z
λ

]
F (x)

,

ln F (x) = −
∫

B0z(x ,0)dx/λ.

I Harris sheet: F (x) = 1.
I The region of minimum

Bz corresponds to an
embedded thin current
sheet in near-Earth
magnetotail.



A nonlinear simulation case with a monochromatic
initial perturbation is used for analysis



Plasmoids are different on field lines crossing
different y locations in z = 0 plane (why?)

I t = 200
plasmoids
formed at two
locations in x and
y .

I Upper: finger
position (δp > 0)
y = −90.

I Lower: bubble
position (δp < 0)
y = −95.



Quasi-separatrix layers have been used as a
means of identifying 3D reconnection locations

I A quasi-separatrix layer (QSL) is a region with steep
gradient in the field line linkage.

I A bald patch is a group of points on the inversion plane
(plane that separates regions of positive and negative
polarity) at which magnetic field lines become tangent to
the plane (B⊥ · ∇⊥Bn)|IL > 0).

I The squashing degree Q is representative of the
squashing, or deformation, of flux tubes.

I Both bald patches and squashing degrees can be used to
find locations of quasi-separatrix layers.



1st stage: Bald patches are absent in equatorial
plane (t = 170)



2nd stage: Bald patches start to form in equatorial
plane in correlation to ballooning fingers (t = 180)



Away from BPs field line linkages remain same as
begining (t = 180)



3rd stage: 2nd sets of bald patches start to form in
equatorial plane near the front of ballooning
fingers (t = 190)



3rd stage: plasmoids form near the 2nd sets of
BPs (t=190)



Contours of squashing degree show similar
pattern of QSLs (1st set of BPs)
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Contours of squashing degree show similar
pattern of QSLs (2nd set of BPs)
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1st set of BPs start to shrink and 2nd set of BPs
moves tailward (t = 220)



Plasmoids near the 2nd set of BPs also move
tailwards accordingly (t = 220)



4th stage: The 3rd set of bald patches start to
show up between the first two sets of BPs in x
direction (t = 240)



5th stage: the 1st set of BPs disappear and the 3rd
set of BPs become dominant (t = 260)



5th stage: two plasmoids are formed
corresponding to the latter two sets of BPs along
the same y location (t = 260)



Plasmoids are different on field lines crossing
different y locations in z = 0 plane (3rd stage)

I t = 200
plasmoids
formed at two
locations in x and
y .

I Upper: finger
position (δp > 0)
y = −90.

I Lower: bubble
position (δp < 0)
y = −95.



Two sets of plasmoids correspond to two sets of
BPs/QSLs located at different ys (t = 200)



Plasmoids are different on field lines crossing
different y locations in z = 0 plane (5th stage)

I t = 260 two
plasmoids at
same y .

I Upper: finger
position (δp > 0)
y = −90.

I Lower: bubble
position (δp < 0)
y = −95.



Two sets of plasmoids correspond to two sets of
BPs/QSLs located in the same ys (t = 260)



Summary:

I QSLs show global structure of a 3D reconnection process
induced by ballooning instability in magnetotail.

I QSLs computed from BPs and squashing degrees are in
agreement.

I Appearance of QSLs and plasmoids are consistent in both
time and space.


